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If God can make a
bug's butt light up,

then just think of what
he can do for you!

Anonymous



The Kearsley's

hello,
We hope that life is treating you well despite any challenges you may be facing
currently. As we know from our own personal experience, life can have it's
challenges sometimes and if you are viewing this book you are likely trying to
navigate some very difficult life circumstances. It's not easy, but if you're reading
this it seems that you're trying to navigate these difficult circumstances the best
way you know how.  We hope you're proud of yourself for that! It shows great
resilience, which can be a trait that is difficult to attain.

We would love to be a part of your journey in any way possible - whether that
means we are lucky enough to become adoptive parents to your child, or are
able to be a friendly support. 

If you decide to place your child for adoption, we recognize the immense trust it
will take to entrust another person with your child's well-being and upbringing.
We hope to be able to gain your trust as we get to know each other. We love
connecting with others and making life-long friendships, and hope that this
journey allows us to form new and lasting connections. If you were to entrust us
with raising your child, we would value our relationship with you and honor you as
someone who gave us the greatest gift we could ever receive. A gift that for
years we have been hoping and praying for, but have not been able to receive on
our own.

We recognize that this is your decision and you have to do what you feel is best
for you and your baby. We support whatever decision you make, whether that be
adoption or raising your baby yourself. We pray that everything works out for
you and your little one, and that you receive the guidance and strength you need.

Sending our love your way,



Our story is about how despite all odds, a
farm boy from Idaho met a beautiful girl
from the suburbs of Maryland and started an
amazing life together.

We met at a college activity making origami
dinosaurs.

 It was love at 
first YouTube tutorial. 

Later that night we talked for a few minutes, and
we just felt it was so easy to talk to each other.
Almost like we had been best friends before and
were just picking up where we left off.

It took Kelton a month to get up the courage to
ask Kaylee out, but since our first date, we have
been inseparable. We have been together for 4
years now, and married for almost 3.

We are the Kearsley's!

loveStory
OUR





We always dream of
where we would want to
visit and explore. 

We have always dreamed about going to
Hawaii and experiencing the culture,
ocean, and pina coladas. We also would
love to visit Costa Rica, where Kaylee
lived for a year and a half, to visit some
of the people she came to know and love.

And then Iceland looks super pretty, and
Europe would be so amazing to see...we
just want to see all of the beauty the
world has to offer!

We are always looking for an adventure,
from game nights with friends to
exploring outdoors and finding the
nearest lake to kayak on.

in Cabo San

Lucas





Kaylee is one of those people that makes you
feel like you're the most important person in
the room. She is so good at helping people
see their potential and helping them to feel
loved. She is often complimented on her
amazing hugs that brighten everyone's day. 

She is a high school science teacher and is
everyone's favorite teacher. She is always
trying to help her students and look for ways
to make lessons more engaging and fun for
them. Kaylee is an amazing example and is
looked up to by everyone around her.

Meet KayleeMeet Kaylee

Kaylee is...

My favorite thing about her...

the most beautiful person,
inside and out.

is her ability to connect with
anyone and make them feel
incredibly loved.
Kaylee has...

a heart of gold.

AS TOLD BY KELTON



Favorite Restaurant:

 

 

 

Favorite Song:

 

 

 

 

Favorite Movie:

 

 

 

Favorite Book:

 

Subway, or anywhere
with good french fries!

depends on my mood...
I love to connect with what

I'm listening to.

Red Notice, or any
Hallmark movie

Edenbrooke

KAYLEE'S

Kaylee is an amazing musician, athlete,
teacher, cook, & good at any board

game she tries...she also speaks Spanish!
She is a great older sister - regularly

checking up on her siblings & family in
her spare time. Kaylee grew up in

Maryland as the oldest of 9 (4 boys & 5
girls). Her parents have been married for

nearly 27 years! Her family is full of
laughter, love, and new adventures.

Favorites 



Kelton is someone who sets high expectations for
himself and works really hard to make his goals a
reality, which has allowed him to become the incredible
person that he is. I truly admire the dedication and
work ethic he commits to all parts of his life...from his
current studies in med school to his many interests, and
most importantly, his relationships with his loved ones.

I am so blessed to get to go through life with him; he is
so funny, patient, loving, committed and passionate,
and he always goes out of his way to help others,
including me.

Meet KeltonMeet Kelton

Kelton is...

Kelton has a gift for...

the best person I
have ever met.

making friends 
& having a
conversation with
anyone. His ability to connect and empathize with

others will make him an amazing dad and
doctor someday.

AS TOLD BY KAYLEE



Favorite Restaurant:

 

 

 

Favorite Song:

 

 

 

Favorite Movie:

 

 

Favorite Book:

 

Agave - or any good Mexican
Restaurant

James Arthur's, 
Train Wreck

Get Smart

Harry Potter 
(as of right now)

KELTON'S

 Just a couple of years ago, Kelton
was one of 8 vocalists to compete in a
regional singing competition...plus he

taught himself how to play piano, build
furniture and take professional-level
photos! Kelton also speaks French!

 
Kelton is the oldest of 5 boys; his

parents have been married for nearly
26 years! His family is very close &

enjoy spending any time together they
can. There is never a dull moment with

the Kearsley family!

Favorites 



 our
family

It's hard for us to find things that we don't
enjoy doing. We crave adventure and love
trying new things, and having new
experiences. 

We love chasing mountain lions, hiking,
camping, playing sports, singing and
making music, woodworking, trying new
recipes, and watching shows together. 

We are always ready for a good
competition...we're just the right amount
of competitive!

As much as we love the big adventures,
we also love small ones...going for a walk,
taking a drive, an ice cream cone, or
singing a song at the top of our lungs in
the car. We love finding joy in the small
things.

To us, a great life is
made up of the simple

things.

MEET



When we first started dating, we both
expressed a desire to adopt when we
started a family. We always knew that
adoption would be a part of our
story...we've seen how adoption has blessed
the lives of several friends & family
members. Their families just would not be
complete without them. 

We felt, and feel, the same way...we just
didn't realize how much of a reality that
would be for us.

Shortly after we got married, we decided it
was time to grow our family. After trying
for months, something didn't seem right.
We discovered we would likely not be able
to have kids of our own, and in a couple of
years, it would be impossible. We tried
everything - including an embryo transfer
last November that resulted in a
miscarriage. We were devastated, but knew
that God has a plan for our family. Our
adoption journey has given us a new hope
and light in our lives.

A hope that a child can have a
wonderful life, with all of the

opportunities you want for them.
 

A hope that an adoptive family can
have children, despite not being

able to on their own.
 

A hope that beauty can come out
of challenging & difficult

circumstances.

 

adoption 
means hope.

Why
Adoption

TO US 



We love...

BEING ON THE FARM,
HIKING, RIDING AND

CAMPING

BUILDING FURNITURE
TOGETHER.

and



Christmas is our favorite Holiday. We
love being able to spend time with

family, and love thinking of gift ideas for
others. We love the lights, the Christmas

music, the scents, and playing in the
snow. It's all just the best.

 

The Holiday's





 This is our temporary home while Kelton is in school and then we are hoping to be able to move
into a house. It’s a simple two bedroom apartment that is newly renovated and has everything
we need. We love it because even though it’s an apartment, we have been able to make it our
own and is a place we enjoy coming home to. We are surrounded by a great community and

great neighbors!  School, grocery stores, downtown Moscow, our church, playgrounds and close
friends are all just a few minute walk from our apartment. 

Our
We built 

our bedroom
furniture!

Temporary
Home





Created by PairTree with LifePair™ – a proprietary, personality-based matching system that evaluates 100+ unique

attributes to inform an Adopting Parent’s personality type – giving Expectant Moms meaningful information about the

adoptive family (in addition to pretty pictures).

The Neighbor is the friend you want.
Seeks connections and belonging.
Supportive, faithful and down-to-earth.
Can talk to anyone–one of their most
distinct qualities. Neighbors are rooted
in an underlying value that everyone
matters. They are the building blocks
of the world who restore our faith in
humanity.

Neighbor
KAYLEE IS A

PAIRTREE PERSONALITY PROFILES

Caregiver
KELTON IS A

The Caregiver oozes compassion,
generosity, and a desire to help.
Protects and cares for others, with
unparalleled selflessness. Caregivers
exhibit exponential concern and
attention, willing to help the people
they come in contact with, be it
friends, family, strangers, or even foes.
Their generosity inspires everyone
around them and fills receivers with an
immense amount of gratitude.



Create a home where your
child feels secure and safe
to express themself.

Always make your child feel
loved just for being who they
are.

BEFORE YOU GO

Take time for fun.

Encourage empathy and
teach the importance of
helping and accepting
others.

Expose your child to diverse
cultures at home and
through traveling the world.

Encourage your child to try
new things and take risks and
make sure they know it's
okay to be scared.

We promise to...



Who we are
THIS IS



Made with      at PairTree.


